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Simple, Secure, Compliant Exchange. Elevated.

Secure Message Center seamlessly embedded within native

applications and portals to provide an optimal experience.

Improved UX and CX

Employees participate in secure exchange from their existing

enterprise systems and applications without leaving their

native workflows.

Workflow Efficiency

Customizable low and no-code solutions enable rapid cloud-

based deployment, from pilot to high availability mission-

critical.

Scalability and Flexibility

Balancing security, compliance, and usability is a significant challenge, requiring digital data exchange
platforms that seamlessly integrate with a wide variety of applications and workflows.

Our solutions promise significant cost
reductions, increased productivity, rapid data
delivery, and improved CX. We have over two
decades of experience meeting the
demanding needs of enterprise organizations,
transparently integrating robust military-
grade encryption that follows a trust no one,
trust nothing approach, ensuring the highest
compliance and data protection levels.

BENEFITS

DataMotion enables organizations to leverage no-code and low-code experiences to quickly and efficiently
integrate secure data exchange into their workflows, elevating productivity, compliance, and CX. Our
platform includes a robust set of full lifecycle RESTful APIs and standards-based protocols that seamlessly
enable and enhance disparate systems and applications, including Salesforce, Genesys, Microsoft 365,
Microsoft Teams, and Okta, along with a wide range of customer-facing apps and portals, to securely
exchange critical messages.

Messages and attachments are logged and tracked for

compliance with regulations including PCI DSS, GLBA,

FINRA, and CCPA.

Verifiable Compliance

No-code experience provides easy drop-in technology,

deploying solutions in days vs. months or years, enabling

quick response to market demands and rapid innovation.  

Time to Market

Zero-trust design and military-grade encryption. Trust no

one, trust nothing design. SSO and IdP integration. To ensure

data integrity and confidentiality.

Ironclad Security

The DataMotion Platform, an enterprise
grade, modular system designed for resilience
and high performance, is tailored to meet
your unique business needs. We offer robust
solutions including full lifecycle REStful APIs,
no-code solutions, and pre-configured tools,
facilitating secure, seamless data exchange.
DataMotion isn't just a service, but a scalable,
value-driven platform, enhancing operational
excellence as your business evolves.

DATAMOTION PLATFORM

DATAMOTION OVERVIEW

Seamlessly integrates and elevates applications, including

Salesforce, Genesys, Microsoft 365, Microsoft Teams, and

Okta, along with a wide range of customer-facing apps.

Seamless Integration

Corporate Overview



CONTACT SALES

Call us at 1 800-672-7233
or scan the QR code to make an
appointment

32%
Reduction in contact

center calls when

implementing our

secure message center

1 WEEK VS. 
6 MONTHS
Reduction in time-to-market

with no-code solution

datamotion.com
sales@datamotion.com

DATAMOTION
67 EAST PARK PLACE
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY 07960

Phone: (800) 672-7233
Sales: (973) 455-1245

Scan the QR code for
more information

48%
Efficiency gain by

integrating our secure

message center




